
Just as the twisted shape of Richard III looms large over Shakespeare’s 
first tetralogy of English history plays, so too Benedict Cumberbatch’s 
performance as Richard casts a shadow over the second series of the 
BBC television adaptation of Shakespeare’s history cycle, The Hollow 
Crown: The Wars of the Roses (2016). This chapter examines how Cum-
berbatch’s Richard is a creation of patchwork intertextual references; 
House of Cards (2013–present) and Game of Thrones (2011–present) 
are cited in filming, editing, and costume choices, and along with Cum-
berbatch’s celebrity status and intertextuality from his previous roles 
such as Smaug the Terrible, Sherlock Holmes, and Doctor Frankenstein/
The Monster are used to shape Richard’s disability and character for the 
screen. This chapter shows that the resulting reception of Cumberbatch’s 
performance is the creation of a ‘new Richard’ that exists outside the 
adaptation in the realm of fandom. Zoe Fraade-Blanar and Aaron M. 
Glazer define fandom as “a minimum required number of people who 
have enough of a positive emotional response to a fan object and access to 
a communications platform on which to express it.”2 This chapter is not 
an in-depth analysis of the concepts of fandom or fan practices, though 
I reject the idea that fan practices supersede or even erase the source 
material and instead argue that they heighten an emotional reaction to 
the source material. Furthermore, this chapter is not an analysis of why 
celebrity fandoms have especially gravitated to these online spaces, or 
how these particular spaces influence the production and consumption 
of fan practices. For more on this, see in particular Mark Duffet’s work 
on fandom.3 Duffet builds upon Henry Jenkins’s work on fan networks4 
in his assertion that online fan communities “allow isolated people to 
participate in an imagined community.”5 My use of fandom in this chap-
ter therefore describes the community of fans of the actor Benedict Cum-
berbatch, in particular those who actively engage in fan practices online, 
on various microblogging and social networking websites. Paul Booth 
loosely describes fans as “emotionally involved over something”;6 what 
I am interested in is the emotional reaction and reception of Benedict 
Cumberbatch’s performance as Richard III by his fandom.
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In her discussion of Shakespearean ‘fangirls’ and their playful promo-
tions of Shakespeare’s cultural value, Jennifer Holl argues that “a sig-
nificant portion of fangirl identity is invested in the active promulgation 
of her devotions amongst others.”7 Citing Christine Schoenwald’s 2015 
article for the online zine Bustle on “Dating a Shakespeare Freak,” Holl 
notes that this Shakespearean fandom engages in practices such as “fan-
girling” over Tom Hiddleston and Benedict Cumberbatch, “not only for 
their portrayals of Shakespearean characters but for their ability to ‘add 
a Shakespearean element to non-Shakespearean roles.’”8

Schoenwald’s comment shows the crossover between Shakespear-
ean fandom and Cumberbatch’s fandom.9 This crossover is something 
that is acknowledged by Holl, who states that inter-fandom crossover 
opens “reciprocal paths of access and mutually promotes values.”10 
Holl concludes that such work “not only opens up new paths of access 
to Shakespearean texts but opens Shakespeare up to new modes of in-
termedial and intertextual exploration that allow him to continue to 
resonate with diverse audiences through rapidly evolving media land-
scapes.”11 This chapter examines some examples of this promulgation 
by Cumberbatch’s fandom of their devotion, predominantly posts on 
social media platforms such as Twitter and Tumblr. Their reception of, 
and engagement with, his portrayal as Richard III through playful fan 
practices demonstrates the inter-fandom crossover Holl speaks about, 
and opens up news paths into understanding Shakespeare’s Richard. In 
an example of early-modernism, this recalls Richard Burbage’s apparent 
prowess and popularity in the role of Richard III; this ‘new Richard,’ 
dubbed by the media as “sexy Richard” and by some of his fandom as 
“RichardBatch,” sees Cumberbatch’s actor’s body become an adaptive 
site, where Shakespeare’s Richard, as played by Benedict Cumberbatch, 
and ‘Benedict Cumberbatch’ the ‘celebrity,’ conflate. This leads to a fas-
cinating defence and glamorising of Richard’s evil twisted body, charac-
ter, and actions by some parts of Cumberbatch’s fandom, who transfer 
their devotion of Cumberbatch to a new devotion to this hybrid identity 
‘RichardBatch.’

The Hollow Crown is a series of British television adaptations of 
Shakespeare’s history plays. The first cycle of The Hollow Crown series 
screened in 2012 and is an adaptation of Shakespeare’s second histor-
ical tetralogy, the Henriad: Richard II, Henry IV, Parts I and II and 
Henry V; it stars Ben Whishaw, Jeremy Irons, and Tom Hiddleston. 
The BBC aired the concluding cycle in 2016 under the title The Hollow 
Crown: The Wars of the Roses, a reference to the historical events of the 
same name. Directed by the former artistic director of the Royal Court 
Theatre, Dominic Cooke, and adapted by playwright Ben Power, this 
second series of The Hollow Crown was produced by the same team 
who made the first series of films and is based on Shakespeare’s first 
historical tetralogy—Henry VI, Parts 1, 2, and 3, and Richard III. The 
adaptation The Hollow Crown: The Wars of the Roses presents Henry 
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VI in two film parts (running time: 112 minutes and 123 minutes, re-
spectively) along with Richard III (running time: 130 minutes)—and 
stars Benedict Cumberbatch, Judi Dench, and Sophie Okonedo.12 
Cooke asserts that The Hollow Crown: The Wars of the Roses tells 
“the story of two men, an overly empathetic man called Henry VI and 
an overly villainous Richard III”;13 both the marketing and editing of 
the trilogy, however, suggest that the story is firmly focused on Cum-
berbatch’s Richard.

In The Hollow Crown: The Wars of the Roses the character of Rich-
ard III first appears on-screen in the final moments of Henry VI, Part 1. 
In an instance that is entirely the creation of director Cooke and screen-
writer Power, Richard of York returns home and calls out to his four 
sons; each is counted off as they are shown on screen, first Edward; 
then George; then young Edmund; and finally Richard, who appears as 
a shadowy hunchback figure, shuffling along like Marty Feldman’s Igor 
in Young Frankenstein (1974) as he enters the frame from the right. 
Richard here bears a resemblance to the vampire figure in Nosferatu 
(1922), an example of the several tropes and imagery drawn from the 
horror/slasher genres that appear in The Hollow Crown.14 From his 
first moments on screen in Henry VI, Part 2, Benedict Cumberbatch 
completely owns the screen as the hunchbacked Richard III; he uses 
the camera as Richard’s unseen confessor, delivering his chilling mono-
logues and asides directly to the audience by breaking the fourth wall 
(see Figure 12.1). This direct reference to the camera is a theatrical 
technique rarely used in television and film, and immediately draws 
parallels with the character of Frank Underwood in the American po-
litical drama House of Cards,15 something that has been picked up by 
scholars, as well as both media and fans in their reviews and analysis 
of The Hollow Crown.16 Neal Justin, writing in the Star Tribune, notes 
that Cumberbatch, as Richard, charms the audience by talking directly 
to the camera, just like Spacey does in House of Cards.17 Twitter user 
@ChampCelluloid also highlights how similar the characters Richard 
and Frank are (to the point of interchangeability) by substituting Rich-
ard’s name for Frank’s, in their (obviously sarcastic) tweet that states 
they are “Catching up with Benedict’s Cumberbatch’s performance as 
Frank Underwood in The Hollow Crown: Richard III.”18

House of Cards, itself inspired by both Shakespeare’s Richard III 
and Macbeth, is the story of Francis (Frank) J. Underwood (played by 
Kevin Spacey), a power-hungry congressman, and his rise to the office 
of the President of the United States of America. Spacey has a history 
of playing suave and charismatic villains; his performance as Frank is 
arguably influenced by his previous role as Richard III in The Bridge 
Project’s 2012 stage production of Richard III (directed by Sam Mendes, 
who coincidentally also produced The Hollow Crown). In turn, Spacey’s 
conception of Richard III is itself coloured by one of his previous, and 
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most iconic roles, as Roger “Verbal” Kint, a con artist with a limp and 
a palsied arm, in The Usual Suspects (1995) as much as it is by previous 
notable stage and screen Richards, such as Ian McKellen and Laurence 
Olivier.19

The Hollow Crown and House of Cards both deal with storylines 
of political machinations and intrigue, and feature a seductive schem-
ing villain. The breaking of the fourth wall by both Richard and Frank 
serves a similar purpose, making characters that are, essentially, vil-
lains, much more likeable to the audience. They create a rapport with 
the audience by drawing them into their schemes, but at the slightest 
provocation are likely to stab them, or push them off a subway platform 
in front of a moving train. Both Richard and Frank are “villain-like 
characters who feel passed over in the distribution of power.”20 Mario 
Klarer summarises the similarity between the two men:

Francis Underwood, who had been promised a nomination for sec-
retary of state, has to accept that the position goes to a different 
candidate, but swears to take revenge through usurping power in a 
long-winded ploy. … Being ridiculed and marginalized for his physi-
cal defect, Richard employs vicious cunning in order to get rid of his 
competitors for the Crown of England, including his own brother 
whom he ultimately deprives of his kingship.21

The parallels between The Hollow Crown and House of Cards are fur-
ther solidified by shared imagery, notably the tapping of fingers and the 

Figure 12.1  Benedict Cumberbatch as Richard III addresses the camera in The 
Hollow Crown: The Wars of the Roses. Image courtesy of the Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corporation.
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playing of chess. Frank’s ability and practice of playing chess suggest that 
he truly is the mastermind, and everyone else is his pawn. Both Frank 
and Richard also constantly tap their ring-clad fingers. Frank describes 
the action as something his father taught him to harden his knuckles so 
he doesn’t break them in a fight, with the “added benefit of knocking 
on wood.”22 For Frank (and his father) success is a mixture of prepara-
tion and luck, and “tapping the table kills both birds with one stone”;23 
thus the tapping symbolises toughness, ambition, and success. At the 
end of Season 2 of House of Cards, when Frank has finally clawed his 
way into the Oval Office, he double-taps the President’s desk in victory. 
Like Frank’s tapping, Richard’s tapping also symbolises ambition and 
success. The dominant image of Cumberbatch’s Richard is of his index 
finger tapping a chessboard as he works out how to remove the pieces 
that stand between him and the crown (Figure 12.2). Chess becomes a 
visual metaphor for Richard as he makes his manoeuvres to secure the 
throne for himself. However, his tapping eventually becomes a nervous 
tick that indicates Richard’s emerging paranoia. On the night before the 
Battle of Bosworth, the tapping then becomes like a stopwatch counting 
down the time until Richard’s eventual downfall.

Along with House of Cards, the other major reference drawn on in 
The Hollow Crown is that of fantasy drama series Game of Thrones. In 
describing the aesthetic of Game of Thrones, television critic Dan Jones 
notes that “[b]loody and deliberately ‘medieval’ cruelty punctuates the 
story: heads and hands are lopped off, [and] throats [are] slashed.”24 
Stevens adds that the fictional Westeros is “a place of continual fear and 

Figure 12.2  Benedict Cumberbatch as Richard III plays chess in The Hollow 
Crown: The Wars of the Roses. Image courtesy of the British 
Broadcasting Corporation.
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danger of violent death” that is supposed to loosely suggest England 
during the Wars of the Roses.25 George R.R. Martin, the author of the 
A Song of Ice and Fire fantasy fiction series—the basis for the Game of 
Thrones television series—has been very candid about his plundering of 
historical events for use in his own work in numerous interviews. Martin 
channels mockumentary This Is Spinal Tap (1984) in his brash assertion 
that “I take it [i.e. history] and I file off the serial numbers and I turn it 
up to 11.”26 In a 2014 interview with Rolling Stone magazine, Martin 
happily acknowledges that the events of the Wars of the Roses are the 
principal inspiration for Game of Thrones, stating:

You look at Shakespeare, who borrowed all of his plots. In A Song 
of Ice and Fire, I take stuff from the Wars of the Roses and other 
fantasy things, and all these things work around in my head and 
somehow they jell into what I hope is uniquely my own.27

In candidly revealing the sources for Game of Thrones, Martin delib-
erately draws parallels with Shakespeare, who himself drew inspiration 
from various medieval and early modern historical accounts of the Wars 
of the Roses and adapted them to suit his creative and political pur-
pose.28 However, unlike Martin, Shakespeare arguably does not wear 
his sources so self-assuredly on his sleeve.

The events of the Wars of the Roses are undeniably a point of reference 
for Martin’s Game of Thrones, and I would be remiss to not mention 
Carolyne Larrington’s work on Game of Thrones, in particular, Winter 
Is Coming: The Medieval World of Game of Thrones (2016), which 
links Martin’s novels and his real-life influences, including the Wars of 
the Roses as well as the French medieval history featured by Maurice 
Druon in his Les Rois maudits (The Accursed Kings) series of historical 
novels (1955–1977) (about the French monarchy in the fourteenth cen-
tury).29 Martin has publicly stated his great admiration for Druon and 
his work, calling him France’s best historical author since Alexandre 
Dumas in an article for The Guardian.30 Significantly, in this article, 
Martin also refers to The Accursed Kings series as “the original Game of 
Thrones.”31 While Martin may see himself as Druon’s unofficial succes-
sor, Shiloh Carroll highlights the problematic nature of viewing Martin 
as a pseudo-medieval historian: namely, Martin’s tendency to generalise 
about the period—a specific time or place becomes a “marker for the 
entirety of the era,” focusing primarily on the “juicy stuff,” such as “big 
historical movements like … the Wars of the Roses,” and “heightening 
history to make it more interesting” while creating a neomedieval fan-
tasy world that is largely not multiracial.32 To Carroll’s insights here,  
I add that Martin’s narrative often focuses on white characters, a narra-
tive that is usually told from their perspective, and he portrays charac-
ters of colour in very problematic ways.33 The result, Carroll laments, is 
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that Martin’s fans believe that “his neomedieval world is authentically 
medieval and use that believe to shape their idea of history.”34 Citing 
Helen Young’s work on fantasy fandoms,35 particularly the idea that 
“readers [or I argue audiences] are exposed to a medievalist version of 
the Middle Ages through fantasy,” Carroll further argues that people 
come to believe this “medievalist version is an ‘accurate’ portrayal of 
the Middle Ages,” and then “insist on this version of the Middle Ages in 
future” texts because “it is ‘accurate.’”36

It is no wonder then that Game of Thrones and its neomedieval 
world have now become shorthand for medieval political treachery 
and intrigue that is punctuated by explicit and extreme violence. The 
immense popularity of Game of Thrones among audiences and critics 
alike has led to gripping narratives, synonymous with the Middle Ages, 
such as kings clashing for a throne, the rise and fall of epic dynasties, 
and passionate romances set against a backdrop of gruesome violence 
and betrayal becoming a mainstay of prime-time television. More re-
cently, the BBC television miniseries Gunpowder (2017), which chron-
icles the notorious Gunpowder Plot of 1605, has incited media to again 
turn to Game of Thrones as a point of reference for ‘medievalesque’ 
or, more correctly, given the events depicted, ‘early-modernesque’ 
harsh and graphic imagery and on-screen violence.37 Thus, it is no 
surprise that Game of Thrones has become a point of reference for the 
media when they report on The Hollow Crown. When The Hollow 
Crown premiered in 2012, critic David Hinckley wrote that “Pound 
for pound, the drama in The Hollow Crown matches almost every-
thing in Game of Thrones.”38 In relation to The Hollow Crown: The 
Wars of the Roses, numerous critics (as well as fans) again turned to 
Game of Thrones to describe the graphic horror and violence, political 
manoeuvring and intrigue, and adrenalin-fuelled action and bloody 
battles that dominate this Shakespearean adaptation.39 James Ramp-
ton goes so far to frame Cumberbatch’s Richard in reference to Game 
of Thrones, describing his political scheming and brutal actions as 
“[making] Game of Thrones look like Play School.”40 Actor Adrian 
Dunbar, who plays Richard of York, also turns to Game of Thrones 
in his description of the allure of The Hollow Crown, saying, “It’s got 
everything—battles, power being wrested from people, witchcraft—
it’s the proper game of thrones.”41 While I acknowledge that the use of 
the word “proper” is problematic in this instance, Dunbar’s imagery is 
meant to evoke an idea of the popularised medieval that audiences as-
sociate with Game of Thrones. The Hollow Crown shares not only the 
penchant for graphic violence, epic bloody battle scenes, and political 
machinations that dominate Game of Thrones, but also what I term 
its ‘medievalesque’ aesthetic. Fans have also picked up on the shared 
aesthetic between the two television shows. Twitter user @drmarbles 
jokingly declares in a tweet that he doesn’t “recognise any of  the 
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Lannisters in this episode of Game of Thrones,” ending his Tweet with 
the hashtag #hollowcrown, indicating that the characters, plot, setting 
and aesthetics of The Hollow Crown recall (to him) those in Game of 
Thrones.42 Production designer for The Hollow Crown John Steven-
son argues that this aesthetic offers “a general brushstroke”43 of the 
medieval period; the mood is dreary, it’s dirty and muddy, the imagery 
is often dark and shadowy, and the palette, textures, and fabrics of 
the costumes help in defining characters as brutal and grim. Cumber-
batch’s costume even evokes those of characters such as Robb Stark 
and Jon Snow in Game of Thrones. The use of fur connects Robb and 
Jon to the direwolf sigil of the House of Stark, as well as to their own 
direwolf companions. In The Hollow Crown, the use of fur functions 
in a similar fashion, connecting Richard to an animal, in his instance a 
wild boar: the personal badge of Richard III. Cumberbatch’s costume 
combines with the animalistic physicality of his performance that is 
marked by a hunched stance and unusual running style. This recalls 
Shakespeare’s use of animal imagery in various characters’ insults di-
rected at Richard: he is a “hedgehog” (I.ii.104); a “dog” (I.iii.216); 
a “rooting hog” (I.iii.228); a “bottled spider” (I.iii.242; IV.iv.81); a 
“bunch-backed toad” (I.iii.246; IV.iv.81); a “hell-hound” (IV.iv.48); 
and a “wretched, bloody and usurping boar” (V.ii.7).44 When Richard 
charges into battle with his back bent forward and his paralysed arm 
leading the way, his movements are animal-like and monstrous, his 
appearance matching his brutal character.45

Along with references to both House of Cards and Game of Thrones, 
the impact of Benedict Cumberbatch’s own intertext is influential to the 
construction of his version of Richard III in The Hollow Crown. Anna 
Blackwell notes the bulk of Cumberbatch’s filmography consists of adap-
tations, both period and modern, and these roles “perpetuate Cumber-
batch’s persona as upper middle class, sophisticated, and intellectual,” 
traits that are further “reinforced in his casting as typically ‘Shakespear-
ean’ villains in international film franchises,”46 such as Smaug in The 
Hobbit trilogy. Cumberbatch not only provides the voice for the dragon 
Smaug, but his facial expressions and movements were also tracked with 
motion capture and strongly inform his performance. Director Peter 
Jackson notes of Cumberbatch’s performance that he “was interested in 
exactly the same ideas” as Jackson, which was “to make Smaug a psy-
chopath,” adding that Smaug’s personality in the films is unpredictable, 
charming, and scary.47 These are all traits that can also be ascribed 
to Cumberbatch’s performance as Richard III, with critic Rafi Yahya 
Syed arguing Cumberbatch’s Richard usurps “his tyrannical mastery as 
Smaug,”48 while Chase Branch suggests that as Richard, Cumberbatch 
is “at his Smaug-iest, chewing Shakespeare’s dialogue with villainous 
glee.”49 When Richard sneers and snarls at the camera in anger and frus-
tration, or threatens characters in his low timbre voice, one cannot help 
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but recall Smaug. Tumblr user @professorfangirl aptly illustrates the 
connection between the character and physicality of both roles as well 
as emphasising the monstrous and animalistic side of Richard’s body 
and mind, by subtitling her fan art, “Benedict Cumberbatch as Smaug 
the Dragon as Richard III.”50

Along with Smaug, the two most influential roles that colour Benedict 
Cumberbatch’s performance as Richard III are Sherlock Holmes in the 
television series Sherlock (2010–present), and his joint lead role, with 
Jonny Lee Miller, as Doctor Frankenstein/The Monster in Danny Boyle’s 
staging of Nick Dear’s adaptation of Frankenstein at the Royal National 
Theatre (2011). Cumberbatch has a history of playing highly intelligent 
outsiders: asexual sociopaths, anti-heroes, extreme intellectuals, artists, 
and spies. Ben Power cites Cumberbatch’s performance in Frankenstein, 
playing both Doctor and Monster, as evidence of his brilliant ability to 
play outsiders.51 In stage productions of Richard III, Richard’s body has 
often been something to hide, while in the opening scenes of Richard III, 
Richard’s body is revealed for all to see as Cumberbatch hunches topless 
over a chessboard before turning around to deliver his opening solilo-
quy. Rather than an exaggerated hunchback look, Cumberbatch’s body 
has been fitted with realistic-looking prosthetics; the curvature of his 
spine matches the recently discovered remains of Richard III (see Figure 
12.3). While attempting to be anatomically and “historically” accurate, 
this scene also works against normalising Richard’s disability; Cumber-
batch’s appearance is reminiscent of the look of his character The Mon-
ster in Frankenstein, and thus comparisons between his disability and 
disfigurement with monstrous birth are hard to avoid.

Figure 12.3  Benedict Cumberbatch as Richard III in The Hollow Crown:  
The Wars of the Roses. Image courtesy of the British Broadcast-
ing Corporation.
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As well as parallels to Frankenstein, Cumberbatch’s Richard III also 
recalls his most well-known performance as Sherlock Holmes in the 
television series Sherlock. Both Richard III and Sherlock share an in-
tellectual sophistication, antisocial behaviour, and a disdain for emo-
tional empathy, and seem to live by Sherlock’s ethos that “sentiment is 
a chemical defect found on the losing side.”52 Sherlock also describes 
himself as a “high-functioning sociopath.”53 This characterisation—
although inaccurate54—is one of the hallmarks of Cumberbatch’s per-
formance both as Sherlock and Richard, resulting in both critics and 
fans to connect the two in their discussion of The Hollow Crown. Ins-
tagram user @Cumber_romaniac declares that “Richard III your Sher-
lock is showing,” and the front page of RadioTimes magazine crowns 
Cumberbatch “King Sherlock.”55 The parallels between the characters 
are aptly illustrated by Tumblr user @moriartysskull, who describes 
them both as “bored sexy sociopaths, desperate for murder,”56 suggest-
ing that Richard will commit the murder, and then Sherlock will solve 
the crime. The use of the adjective “sexy” in this fanart leads me to its 
use by both media and Cumberbatch’s fandom in their characterisation 
of Richard III.

Benedict Cumberbatch’s performance as Richard III has captivated 
fans, scholars, and the media. Neela Debnath calls Cumberbatch “sexy 
and compelling” as Richard, and Lauren Humphries-Brooks describes 
his performance as “Sexy Richard,” while Shannon Vestal Robson draws 
attention to the “historical hotness” of Cumberbatch as Richard.57 Sam 
Mendes, whose company produced The Hollow Crown, concedes that 
Cumberbatch’s appeal led to him being cast as Richard, noting that he 
has “a strange sex appeal.” Mendes describes Cumberbatch as “not ob-
viously sexy … yet he is,” adding that “I think you can say the same 
about Richard III. In fact, it’s necessary that he’s sexy—the play asks 
him to seduce not one but two women.”58 Benji Wilson draws attention 
to the allure of Cumberbatch’s celebrity and its influence on his casting 
in The Hollow Crown:

[H]e is Benedict Cumberbatch, the guy from Sherlock who appears 
on Graham Norton; the guy adored by Cumberbitches; the guy peo-
ple compare to an otter in never-ending internet memes. The hope 
is that Cumberbatch might be enough of a lure to get a younger 
audience to watch Shakespeare.59

Wilson argues that Cumberbatch wasn’t just cast as Richard due to his 
acting prowess, but also due to his celebrity and fan appeal, particularly 
amongst young people, in order to draw a younger demographic towards 
an appreciation of Shakespeare and his works. How then has Cumber-
batch’s fandom responded to his casting as Richard III in The Hollow 
Crown?
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This idea of ‘sexy Richard’ has also been embraced by Cumberbatch’s 
passionate fandom, referred to by the self-ascribed terms ‘Cumber-
bitches,’ ‘Cumberbabes,’ and ‘CumberCollective,’ who discuss and re-
spond to his performance through fan practices, such as the creation of 
fanart and engagement on social media. While some of the media refer to 
Cumberbatch as “sexy Richard,” Cumberbatch’s fans largely congregate 
online under several social media hashtags such as #HollowCrown, and 
#RichardIII. The most interesting of these is that of “#RichardBatch.” 
Literally a conflation of the names ‘Richard’ and ‘Cumberbatch’, the 
term “RichardBatch” comes to signify the fandom’s response to Cum-
berbatch’s performance, where their idea of Shakespeare’s Richard, as 
played by Benedict Cumberbatch, and ‘Benedict Cumberbatch’ the ‘ce-
lebrity’ merge. This new hybrid fan entity of ‘RichardBatch’ is seen in 
numerous social media posts, fanart, and memes. For example, Twitter 
user @Doga_ comments that after watching The Hollow Crown, they 
not only think Shakespeare wrote Richard III with Benedict Cumber-
batch in mind but now believe that Richard wasn’t as bad as Shake-
speare portrayed.60 Twitter user @elfinholly argues that Anne being 
seduced by Shakespeare’s Richard III is wrong, but Anne being seduced 
by Cumberbatch’s Richard is totally fine, presumably because he’s a ‘sexy 
Richard.’61 Finally, Twitter user @AlanHardy78 cleverly uses a variation 
of the popular internet meme “Otters Who Look Like Benedict Cumber-
batch”62 to react humorously to Cumberbatch’s performance.63 BBC’s 
marketing team has also picked up on the idea of “RichardBatch,” using 
it to market The Hollow Crown to Cumberbatch’s fandom,64 who, in 
turn, have picked up the media’s use of “RichardBatch” and used it gen-
erate further fan practices.65

The influence that Cumberbatch’s intertext and celebrity have on his 
conception of Richard III and the resulting conflation between his ce-
lebrity and the role he plays recall actor Richard Burbage’s apparent 
prowess and popularity in the role of Richard III, and are themselves 
an example of early-modernism. I acknowledge the popularity of actor 
David Garrick’s revolutionary performance of Richard III (immortal-
ised in two paintings: one by William Hogarth, c. 1745; the other by 
Nathaniel Dance-Holland, 1771); however, an in-depth analysis of Gar-
rick’s popularity and celebrity is beyond my scope in this chapter.66 Jack 
R. Crawford argues that the popularity of Richard III in early modern 
England “appears to have been great, judging from the number of con-
temporary references and the frequent parodies of the line ‘A horse! A 
horse! My Kingdom for a horse!’”67 Julie Hankey adds that “the number 
of quarto editions of … [Richard III] printed before the first folio collec-
tion in 1623 exceeded all the other Shakespeare plays except Henry IV, 
Part 1,” and that “horse, a horse, my kingdom for a horse” became “a 
byword, turning up with variations in plays throughout the period.”68 
Burbage did not simply originate the role of Richard, but as Hugh  
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M. Richmond suggests, the role was “specifically created with his talents 
in mind,” a point echoed by Martin Holmes who states the “part was 
cut, accordingly, to … [Burbage’s] measure.”69 Hankey further adds that 
“Richard was one of Burbage’s most famous parts, and the historical 
figure was virtually synonymous with the actor.”70 One account that 
recalls Burbage’s great fame is that by Bishop Corbet from his work Iter 
Boreale (1647).71 Corbet tells of a visit he made to the scene of the Battle 
of Bosworth. Corbet’s guide shows him over the site and names Burbage, 
by a slip of the tongue, instead of Richard in his description of events:

He mistooke a Player for a King,
For when he would have said, King Richard dy’d,
And call’d a Horse, a Horse, he Burbage cry’d.72

Burbage’s mastery of the role is also acknowledged in the play Return 
from Parnassus (1601), where Burbage is portrayed as examining a 
Cambridge student in the art of acting by making him recite the opening 
soliloquy of Richard III.73 Perhaps the most brilliant anecdote that testi-
fies to the power of Burbage’s popularity, fame, and sex appeal as Rich-
ard comes from John Manningham’s Diary from 1602. Manningham 
records the amusing story of Burbage being propositioned by a woman, 
who asks him to visit her under the name Richard III:

Upon a time when Burbage played Richard 3, there was a Citizen 
grew so far in liking with him, that before she went from the play 
she appointed him to come that night unto her by the name of Rich-
ard the 3rd. Shakespeare, overhearing their conclusion, went before, 
was entertained, and at his game ere Burbage came. Then message 
being brought that Richard the 3rd was at the door, Shakespeare 
caused return to be made that William the Conqueror was before 
Richard the 3rd. Shakespeare’s name William.74

While Burbage’s “power of impersonation was so great that he became 
his characters,”75 no woman in this way was wooed or won while Shake-
speare was around.

Benedict Cumberbatch as Richard III is no less appealing to his 
 twenty-first-century fandom than Richard Burbage was to his seventeenth- 
century one. While no fan has, to my knowledge, propositioned Cum-
berbatch and asked him to visit them as ‘sexy Richard,’ social media 
responses to his performance by some of his fandom show a fascinating 
defence and glamorising of Richard’s evil twisted body and character. 
Twitter users @weareonenamaste and @deetzzz, and Instagram user @en-
erjaxart all glamorise the hybrid identity of RichardBatch.76 For @weare-
onenamaste, “RichardBatch is damn fine!”; @deetzzz proclaims that 
“Even with King Richard III’s hump, I’d still do Benedict Cumberbatch”; 
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finally, @enerjaxart modifies an official promotional image from The 
Hollow Crown (a photograph by Robert Viglasky) of Cumberbatch (as 
Richard) astride a horse in full armour. The new fan art has a cartoon 
Cumberbatch, astride a unicorn with an embellished rainbow in the back-
ground smirking at the viewer: perhaps a reaction to the caption, which 
reads “My Kingdom for a Cumberbatch xD.” The comments of Twit-
ter users @erin_shore, @AFarray, and @cabbage_babble demonstrate 
that their opinions of Richard III are strongly influenced and framed by 
Cumberbatch’s performance and celebrity, and are also an example of 
inter-fandom crossover.77 @erin_shore acknowledges Cumberbatch’s per-
formance has provided her new insight and sympathy with Richard: “I 
know I really shouldn’t but I do feel sorry for Richard III. I blame Ben-
edict’s acting”; @AFarray exclaims that “Benedict Cumberbatch has me 
lusting after Richard III” (a twenty-first-century version of Burbage’s ad-
mirer, perhaps); and finally, @cabbage_babble posted an animated image 
(a GIF) of Buster Bluth from the television comedy series Arrested De-
velopment (2003–present) fainting (from Season 1, Episode 5, “Charity 
Drive”),78 captioning the image “Benedict Cumberbatch as Richard III 
in @The_hollowcrown on @PBS has me liking his evil self like.” Despite, 
or in some cases because of, the evil and morally bankrupt character of 
Richard, they find him sexy and worthy of pity and/or adulation. This 
conflation between celebrity and character, and the creation of “Richard-
Batch” is not that different from the media’s recent preoccupation with 
the fact that Cumberbatch is a distant relative of Richard III and was 
asked to speak at the King’s reburial ceremony.79 Richard Burbage was 
unable to shake the shadow of Richard III from his identity as performer, 
and it appears Benedict Cumberbatch may possibly be destined for the 
same fate.
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